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Abstract. Pattern recognition methods for complex structured objects
such as handwritten characters often have to deal with vast search spaces.
Developed techniques, despite significant advancement in the last decade,
still face some performance barriers. We believe that additional knowl-
edge about the structure of patterns, elicited from humans perceptions,
will help improve the recognition’s performance, especially when it comes
to classify irregular, outlier cases. We propose a framework for the trans-
fer of such knowledge from human experts and show how to incorporate
it into the learning process of a recognition system using methods based
on rough mereology. We also demonstrate how this knowledge acquisi-
tion can be conducted in an interactive manner, with a large dataset of
handwritten digits as an example.

1 Introduction

Most existing pattern recognition systems use a descriptive language and a rea-
soning scheme, both assumed a priori for the learning process and only final
quantitative parameters for the model’s description are extracted from data.
The development of rough set methods, however, have shown that the language,
or the scheme itself can, and should, be determined by the data rather than
assumed a priori. We show that this process can be further refined using back-
ground knowledge provided by a human expert.

The main challenge here is that an expert’s explanations are usually ex-
pressed in his own descriptive language, often heavily based on natural language
constructs (a foreign language Lf ), while classifiers are based on a rather low-
level language designed to facilitate the computation of physical traits of the
images (a domestic language Ld). The knowledge passing process hence can be
considered as the approximation of expert’s concepts such as ‘necks’ or ‘circular’
by the classifier construction system. From a broader point of view, the expert’s
ontology on the domain is approximated within the ontology used by the com-
puter system. Not only concepts, but the reasoning schemes of the expert about
investigated samples are carried onto the recognition system as well.

We propose a method for transferring the expert’s reasoning scheme into
the recognition system, based on the rough mereology approach to concept’s
approximation [4], [8]. In particular, we show how complex spatial relations
between parts of graphical objects can be approximated.
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2 Knowledge Transfer

2.1 Foreign Language

An expert is supposed to provide explanations why, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, how he classifies a certain sample. This is denoted in the form of a rule:

[CL(u) = k] ≡�(EFeature1(u), ..., EFeaturen(u))

where EFeaturei represents the expert’s perception of some characteristics of
the sample u, while synthesis operator � represents his perception of some rela-
tions between these characteristics.

For example, the expert may express his perception of digit ‘5’ as:

[CL(u) =‘5’] ≡ a, b, c, d are parts of u; ‘Above Right’(a,b); ‘HStroke’(a); b =
Compose(c, d); ‘VStroke’(c); ‘WBelly’(d); ‘Above’(c, d),

where Compose is an assembling operator that produces a bigger part from
smaller components.

The above means if there is a west-open belly below a vertical stroke and the
two have a horizontal stroke above-right in the sample’s image, then the sample
is a ‘5’. ‘Above’, ’WBelly’, ’HStroke’ and the like are expert’s concepts that
may not be readily comprehensible for the classification system and need to be
translated into its language.

2.2 Domestic Language

The classifier construction and sample classification algorithms view image sam-
ples as sets of black and white pixels. Basic features are constructed using En-
hanced Loci coding, which reflects both local and global relations between re-
gions of black and white pixels in the image. For example, each white pixel is
assigned a code that denotes whether it has a black neighbor pixel to one of the
four directions: North, East, South, West. For a more detailed description of this
coding scheme, see [1]. A classifier may be expressed in this domestic language,
for example, as:

[CL(u) =‘0’] ≡ |{pixel p: code(p)=NESW}| > 35.

2.3 Approximation of Expert’s Concepts

Expert’s Features. Knowledge from the expert has to be somehow translated
from the foreign language into domestic language. For instance, the presence of
a concept ‘a belly open to the east ’ in a sample might be expressed as a following
test: |{pixel p: code(p)=NSW}| >17%×|{all pixels}|.

Since expert’s features are expressed with natural language constructs, the
notion of ’concept matching’ here must not be crisp, but should allow for a
tolerant matching to a degree. A natural choice of tool for this problem is the
rough inclusion measure, established as a basis of the theory of rough mereology
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Fig. 1. Tolerant matching by expert

[4,8] to deal with the notion of inclusion to a degree. For instance, a stroke at
85 degree to the horizontal can still be regarded as a vertical stroke, though
obviously not a ‘pure’ one (see Fig.1). Instead of just answering in a ‘Y es/No’
fashion, the expert may express his degrees of belief using such terms as ‘Strong’,
‘Fair’, or ‘Weak’.

Relations Between Features. Relations between expert’s features may in-
clude concepts such as ’Above’, ’Below’ or simply ’Near’. They express not only
expert’s perceptions about particular concepts, but also the interdependencies
among them. Similarly to the stand-alone features, these relations can also be
described by the expert with a degree of tolerance (See Fig. 1).

The approximation of these relations has been formalized within the frame-
work of perception structures recently developed by Skowron [7]. A perception
structure S, in a simpler form, is defined as:

S = (U, M, F, |=, p)

where U is a set of samples, F is a family of formulas expressed in domestic
language that describe certain features of the samples and M is a family of
relational structures in which these formulas can be evaluated, while p: U →
M × F is a perception function such that ∀u∈U : p1(u)|=p2(u) (p1 and p2 are
the first and second component projections of p) which means that p2(u) is
satisfied (is true) in the relational structure p1(u). This may express that some
relations among features within samples are observed.

Perception structures, following natural constructs in the expert’s foreign
language, can involve tolerant matching. Two relational structures might be
considered approximately the same if they allow for similar formulas to yield
similar results in majority of cases when these formulas are applicable.

Quality Constraints. The knowledge transfer process aims to find sets of
patterns Pat, Pat1,...,Patn and a relation �d in domestic language such that:
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if (∀i : Match(Pati, EFeaturei) ≥ pi)∧ (Pat = �d(Pat1, ..., Patn)) then
Quality(Pat) > α

Quality criteria are introduced so we can generalize the expert’s reasoning to
the largest possible number of investigated samples. The requirements on inclu-
sion degrees ensure the robustness of the target reasoning scheme, as the target
pattern Pat retains its quality regardless of deviations of input patterns. Another
important aspect of this process is its global stability, which guarantees that if
we have some input patterns Pat,i equally “close” or “similar” to EFeaturei,
then the target pattern Pat, = �d(Pat,1, ..., Pat,n) will meet the same quality
requirements as Pat to a satisfactory degree. This leads to an approximation of
EFeaturei which is independent from particular patterns Pati, allowing for ap-
proximation schemes that focus on inclusion degrees pi rather than on a specific
input patterns Pati.

3 Implementation

3.1 Learning Expert’s Features

In this step, we have to approximate expert’s concept such as ‘Circle’ or
‘WBelly’. The expert will explain what he means when he says, e.g. ‘Circle’, by
providing a decision table (U, d) with reference samples, where d is the expert
decision to which degree he considers that ‘Circle’ appears in samples u∈U . (See
Tab. 1). The samples in U may be provided by the expert, or may be picked up
by him among samples explicitly submitted by the system, e.g. those that had
been misclassified in previous attempts.

Table 1. Perceived features

Circle

u1 Strong
u2 Weak
... ...
un Fair

Table 2. Translated features

#NESW Circle
u1 252 Strong
u2 4 Weak
... ... ...
un 90 Fair

We then attempt to find domestic feature(s) that approximates these degrees
of belief. This can be conducted using, among other means, genetic algorithms
(For example, [3] reported using this kind of tools and methods for a similar
problem). In this example, such feature may be the number of pixels that have
black neighbors in all four directions (See Tab. 2).

3.2 Learning Expert’s Relations

Having approximated the expert’s features EFeaturei, we can try to translate
his relation � into our �d by asking the expert to go through U and provide
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Table 3. Perceived relations

V Stroke WBelly Above

u1 Strong Strong Strong
u2 Fair Weak Weak
... ... ... ...
un Fair Fair Weak

Table 4. Translated relations

#V S #NES Sy < By Above

u1 0.8 0.9 (Strong,1.0) (Strong, 0.9)
u2 0.9 1.0 (Weak, 0.1) (Weak, 0.1)
... ... ... ... ...
un 0.9 0.6 (Fair, 0.3) (Weak, 0.2)

us with the additional attributes of how strongly he considers the presence of
EFeaturei and to what degree he believes the relation � holds (See Tab. 3).

We then replace the attributes corresponding to EFeaturei with the rough
inclusion measures of the domestic feature sets that approximate those concepts
(computed in the previous step). In the next stage, we try to add other features,
possibly induced from original domestic primitives, in order to approximate the
decision d. Such a feature may be expressed by Sy < By, which tells whether the
median center of the stroke is placed closer to the upper edge of the image than
the median center of the belly. (See Tab. 4) Again, this task should be resolved by
means of adaptive or evolutionary search strategies without too much computing
burden, although it is more time-expensive.

The expert’s perception ”A ‘6’ is something that has a ‘vertical stroke’ ‘above’
a ’belly open to the west’” is eventually approximated by a classifier in the form
of a rule:

if S(#BL SL > 23) AND B(#NESW > 12%) AND Sy < By then CL=‘6’,

where S and B are designations of pixel collections, #BL SL and #NESW are
numbers of pixels with particular Loci codes, and Sy < By reasons about centers
of gravity of the two collections.

3.3 Experiments

In order to illustrate the developed methods, we conducted a series of experi-
ments on the NIST Handwritten Segmented Character Special Database 3. We
compared the performances gained by a standard learning approach with and
without the aid of the domain knowledge. The additional knowledge, passed by
a human expert on popular classes as well as some atypical samples allowed to
reduce the time needed by the learning phase from 205 minutes to 168 minutes,
which means an improvement of about 22 percent without loss in classification
quality. In case of screening classifiers, i.e. those that decide a sample does not
belong to given classes, the improvement is around 60 percent. The represen-
tational samples found are also slightly simpler than those computed without
using the background knowledge.

4 Conclusion

We presented a general yet powerful framework for the transfer of human do-
main knowledge to adaptive learning systems. Approximate reasoning schemes
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based on rough mereology can be effectively used to incorporate human ontology,
expressed in natural language, into processes constructing computable features.
We demonstrated that this communication and knowledge transfer process can
be conducted in a convenient, interactive manner. We have shown how granular
computing, equipped with rough mereology concepts can be effectively applied
to highly practical fields such as OCR and handwritten digit recognition. Pre-
liminary experiments conducted showed that presented methods can help im-
prove the learning process and provide a better understanding of the dataset
investigated.
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